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Nine volumesincluding this volumepresent the final report documentation
outlining the accomplishments for the "Cost Studiesof the Multipurpo._eI,arg>
LaunchVehicles" (MI, LIA_), NASA/CART Contract NA82-505{; This volume
presents those unclassified appendiees including flight eontrol and separation
analysis and stress analysis.
The MLLV family will consist of a single-stage-to-orbit configuration plus
other configurations consisting of a main stage (as used for the single-stage-to-
orbit configuration) with various quantities of 260 inch diameter solid rocket
motor (SRM) strap-on stages and/or injection stage modules. The main stage
x_ill employ LOX/I,H 2 propellant with either a multiehamber/plug or toroidal/
aerospike engine system. The single-stage-to-orbit configuration will have a
payload capability of approximately 500,000 pounds to a 100 nautical mile earth
orbit. With the addition of the strap-on SRM stages and/or LOX/LH 2 injection
stage modules, this payload capability can be increased incrementally to as
much as 1,850. 000 pounds.
The contract consisted of four study phases The Phase I activi,_y was a detailed
cost analysis of an Advanced Multipurpose Large Launeh Vehicle (AMLLV)
family as previously defined in NASA/CART Contract NAS2-4079 Costs for
vehicle design, test, transFartation, manufacture and launch were defined.
Resource implications for the AMLLV configurations were determined to support
the cost analysis.
The Phase II study activity consisted of the conceptual design and resource analysis
of a smaller or half size Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicle (MLLV) family.
The Phase III activity consisted of a detailed cost analysis of the smaller
Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicle configurations as defined in Phase II. Costs
for vehicle design, test, transportation, manufacture and launch were determined.
The Phase IV activity assessed the results of the study including the implications
on performance, resources and cost of vehicle size, program options, and vehicle
configuration options. The study results provided data in sufficient depth to
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This vmclassified appendix volume; Flight Control and Sepat'ation
Analysis, and Stress Analysis; is one of nine volumes documenting the results
of a twelve month study program "Cost Studies of Multipm-pose Large Launch
VeKieles", NASA/OART Contract NAS2-5056. The objective of this study was
to define cost, cost sensitivities, and cost/size sensitivities of launch vehicles
so that current and future tectmolog3, programs may be planned to meet the
technology requirements for follow-on space vehieleso The baseline vehicJ_cs
utilized to make th_s assessment were:
ao The Advanced Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicles (AMLLV) as defined
under NASA,./OART Contract NA52-4079o
bo The Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicles (MLLV) as defined under _is
contract and described in Volume 1-I, "Half Size Vehicle (MLLV)
Coneeptual Design"o
The program documentation includes a Sun:mary Volmne, a Design Volmne,
a Resources Volume, Cost Volmnes, Cost Implications Volume, and Appendices
Volmnes. Individual designations for these volm_es are as follows:
Volume I Summary
\:olmne Ii tlal£ Size Vehicle (MLLV) Conceptual Desigaa
Volume III Resource Implications
Volume IV Baseline AMLLV Costs
Volume V Baseline MLLV Costs
Vnhm_e VI Cost Implications of Vehicle Size, Teclmologj' Contigur_tions,
and Program Options
Volume VII Advanced Technolog5 _ Implicatlons
Volmne V1TI I,'light Control and Separation, and Stress
Analysis (Unclassified Appendices)




Data on the 260-inch diameter solid propellant rocket motor were obtained
from the Aerojet General Corporation. Data on the multichamber/plug
propulsion system were obtained from the th-att and Whitney Division of the
United Aircraft Corporation anti the Rocketdyne Division of the North
American Rockwell Corporation. Data on the toroidal/aerospike propulsion
system were obtained from the Rocketdyne Division of the North American
Rockwell Corporation.
These propulsion data were obtained from the propulsion contractors at no cost
to the contract. The material rcccived encompassed not only the technical
data, but resources, schedules and advanced tcehnologF information. This
support materially aided The Boeing Company in the preparation of a complete
and meaningful study and is gratefully acknowledged.
Tiffs study was admi_zistered ual(ler the direction of NASA/OART Mission
.kaalysis Division, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, under
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APPI_qDIX A
FLIGHT _LAND SEPARATION AIL%LYSIS
(REFERENCE SECTION 4.2.5, VOLUME II
HALF-SIZE VEHICLE (MLLV) CONCEPTUAL DESIGN)
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FLIGHT CONTROL AND SEPARATION ANALYSIS
The thrust deflection requirements for the single stage to orbit vehicle and
for the maximum payload vehicle (main stage plus eight strap-on solid motors
stages plus a three module injection stage) shown in Sections 4.2.5 were calculated
using a digital computer program. The program is described in the Boeing
Document BHA-003_, Title, "Two Degree Rigid Body Control Program" dated
February 5, 1968. The objective of this two degree rigid body control program,
with off nominal conditions, is to _erform vehicle wind response studies
including the effective variations in vehicle data. The program provides
a preliminary rapid point time analysis of vehicles with or without perturbations
(scatter effects) included. This prozzam was developed to compute a time
history of vehicle control responses for a specific flight time. These
computations are: instantaneous wind velocity, the angle of attack, the nozzle
glmbal command angle, altitude acceleration, attitude rate, attitude error,
late •al acceleration, displacements, and the normal accelerations at specific
time intervals during the flight history, and the root sum squared (RSS) values
applied to determine a worse case with all scatter terms in the worst
direct ion.
All analyses are conducted in yaw plane since the most adverse wind effects
occur in this plane. The yaw attitude is commanded to be zero degrees. All
locations are considered relative to the gimbal.
The vehicle is s mathematical model of a rigid airplane and all sensors are
assumed to be located at the vehicles center of gravity. The thrust vector
control response is rapid enough to be approximated by an ideal servo-mec,hanism.
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Applying the above program to the control requirements, it was ascertained
that the maximum effective gimbal angle at approximately 3.9 degrees would be
required for the single stage to orbit vehicle. Wi_h the addition of four
fins, each of lO0 square feet, the thrust deflection requirements would be
reduced from 3.9 degrees to approximately 3 degrees.
A similar analysis of the solid motol, thrust deflection envelope using the
reference computer program, indicated that the thrust deflection requirements of
the solid motor would have to be a_proximately 3.9 degrees also. For the
applications involving solid motor strap-on stages, this capability must be
built into each of the strap-on solid motor stages. At the solid motor tail-off,
there exists a requirement for thrust deflection c_pability. This capability
is partically provided by the main stage t_ust deflection system. This system
is activated as the solid motor enters the tail-off portion of i_s operations.
$
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A.1 Flight Control _quirements During S_ff'Stage Tailoff
An analysis was undertaken to determine if t_he MLLV oonfigurations
with strap-on stages were controllable during SRM stage tailoff and
main-stage ignition. Information re_oeived from the SRM contr-ctor
indicated that the three sigma variation in the burn time of the
260" S_4 is 2.3 percent, or three seconds variation for the MLLV 260"
stages. For the maxi_ vehicle configuration, there are eight
strap-on SRM stages, so that the burn time variation, per engine
of the eight stages, using a root mean square (RSS) value is:
/%t = 1/8 _ = 1/8 _ 8 x 9 = _72 = 1.06 Seconds
8
SRM
The core will be operatJ_g at approximately ten percent of its
thrust during the time the SRM is tailing off. The core thrust at
this time will be 1,035,000 pounds-force. The control moment arm
extends from the center of gravity to the gimbal plane (92.9 feet).
The oore control moment is:
1,035,000 x 92.9 x sin 5° = 8,390,000 foot ibs.
The core control moment, coupled with the control moment available
from the SI_M, provide the controlling torque just prior to tailoff.
The SRM control mememt is the product of thrust of the SRM during
tailoff times the numbez of strap-o,_ stages (8), times the mcmemt
arm, times the SRM nozzle cm_t angle which is ec_al to: .....
2.1 x 8 x 9.29 x 107 x sin 5° = 1.36 x 108 foot ibs.
A-4
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The SRM stage unstabilizing moment is the product of its moment arm
(85.3') and its thrust imbalance, 4.2 x 2.12 x l0 b = 8.9 x 105 Ibs.
The unstabilizing _t is thereTore, 85.3 x 8.9 x 105 = 7.6 x 107 foot ibs.
Total oontrolling torque just prior to full-core thrust = 2 Hc
_ = (1.36 x 108 + .084 x 108 ) = 1.444 x 108 foot ibs.
unstabilizing m_ent =_Mc = 7.6 x 107 foot lbs.
_Hc >_Mn. : Control is maintained during SRM tailoff.
A. 2 Strap-on Stage Separation _ulse Requirer_nts
Paragraph 4.2.6.4 of Volume 2, Half-Size Vehicle (MLLV) Con-
ceptual Design, defined the impulse requirements for the strap-on stages.
The back-up calculations are presented below. The SP_I stage length used
was 157.67 feet. The plume angle frc_ the main stage used was 30o. For
the SRM stage to have sufficient clearance from the vehicle after separa-
tion so as not to impact the main stage structure, the translational
requirement is 157.67 tan 30° = 91 feet.
If the relative axial, translational acceleration is 38.505 ft/sec 2
I
I





= 8.19 t = 2.86 seconds38.505
2 (91)
= 22.57 ft/sec 2 (lateral translational acceleration)8.19




= 10,000 X 22.57 ibs.
= 225,700 ibs Impulse u Thrust x time = 225,700 x 2.86
= 645,000 lb. sec
A-5
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From S = 1/2 at2,the lateral and axial displacement versus time can be
de+_muinedas sho_a_below.
S = i/2 at 2
t(sec) t2(sec 2) Lateral (feet) Axial (feet)
0 0 0 0
.4 .16 1.8 3.08
•8 .64 7.21 12.30
1.2 1.44 16.2 27.75
1.6 2.56 28.8 49.30
2.0 4.00 45.02 77.00
2.4 5.76 64.95 iii.00
2.8 7.82 88.05 150.5
2.86 8.19 92. i0 157.67
The displacement for the SRM was also determined for the condition where
the separation impulse is stopped after 2.0 and 2.4 seconds, respect-
ively. This is shown below:
t (sec) t 2 (sec 2) S Lateral
Engine off -2 sec.
S Lateral
Engine off-2.4 sec.
0 0 0 0
.4 .16 1.8 1.8
.8 .64 7.21 7.21
1.2 1.44 16.2 16.2
1.6 2.56 28.8 28.8
2.0 4.00 45.02 49.36
2.4 5.76 63.02 65.00
2.8 7.82 81.02 36.75
2.86 8.19 83.82 90.00
A-6
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The velocity at the time of engine off for each of the two above
conditions is :
At 2 sec engine off
V = _2(22.57) (45) V
V = 45.1 ft/sec V
.'. S = 45.1 t .: S
At 2.4 sec engine off
v --2gq-- a 
= _2 (22.57) (65)
= 5,1.3 ft/sec
= 54.3t
Employing higher thrust values for shorter time spans shows the
following lateral displa_t for twice the




t t2 Lateral Velocity Lateral Velocity
(sec) (sec 2) (feet) (feet/sec) feet (feet/sec)
0 0 0 0 0 0
.4 .16 3.6 18 7.2 36
.8 .64 14.3 35.9 28.8 71.8
1.2 1.44 32.4 54 65.0 108
1.6 2.56 57.2 72 115 144
A.3 Main Stage/Injection Staqe Separation
paragraph 4.2.6. i of Volume 2, Half-Size Vehicle (MLLV) Con-
ceptual Design presented the separation requir_re_nts for the main






Mass = 15,310 slugs; Weight = 493,500 ibs.
Ip = 28.578 x 106 slug - ft2
Xcg = 70.3 feet frQm separation plane
d = 0.833 feet - lateral clearance
1 = 3.81 feet - Longitudinal displacement required for
clearance






The equation used to determine the longitudinal clearance was:
t = Clearance time in sec_
A = Acceleration in fps
g = Acceleration level
F - Thrust force in ibs.






For the rotational clearance the equasion tmsed was:
8o = Allowable rotation in deg.
8a = Rotation in deg. resulti_.q from retros
Fi = Inoperative percent retro force, inoperative in ibs.
Rcg - Retro Force moment arm in feet
% = Angular Acceleration in RAD/sec 2
8a = 1/2 _t 2
Ip
d
% = X--_ ; for small angle
Assuming an LLcceleration of one g and & thrust of 493,500 pounds for
separation rocket
t = 2_-_i = 7.6____1; t2 = 21 = 2 x 3.81 = ,236
WA 28.98 A 32.2
t = .557 seconds
D5-13463--_
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If the acc_uration is reduced i0 percent:
t2 21 7.61
= A -'_-_-_ ;
t = .69 seconds
For @ g (4.9350) (38.8)
= 28.578 x 10b- (105) = .0499 Rad/sec 2 = 2.86 °/sec2
@ = 1/2 8t 2 = (1.43) (.236) = .338 °
8 = t = (286) (.357) = 1.59e/sec
_t = :135, _ = gAt = (1.59) (.135) = .214
= .338 + .214 = .552
If the acceleration is reduced 20 percent:
t2 = 761 = .296 t = .876 sec.
(98,700) (38.8) = 0998 Rad/sec 2 5.72 °/see 2
= 28.578 x i0_- " =
g = 1/2 _t 2 = (2.86) (236) = .676 °
= _t = (5.g2 (.557) = 3.18°/sec
At = .319
g = g At = (3 _8 (319) = 7.055 °
= g : Ag = 1.015 + .676 = 1.691
Payload/Injection Sta_e .Retro Impulse
Paragraph 4.2.6.3 of Volume 2, Half-Size Vehicle (MLLV_
Conceptual Design outlines the separation system requir_ts for the
payload/injection stage. The three different retro impulses investigated
were 18,500, 37,000, and 74,000 foot pounds. The mass to be separated
was 119,100 pounds (3700 slugs). The thrust, burn time and acceleration










Retro Impulse 74,000 #/sec - Separation velocity 20ft/sec
Burn Time Thrust Acceleration g's
(sec) (ibs) (ft/sec)
30 2,467 .666 0.0207
20 3,700 1.0 0.0311
10 7,400 2.0 0.0622
5 14,800 4.0 0.1241
3 24,667 6.67 0.207
Retro Impulse 37,000 #/sec - Separation velocity -i0 ft/sec
Burn Tine Th_st Acceleration g's
(sec) (n,s) (ft/sec)
30 1,234 .332 0.0130
20 1,850 .666 0.0207
I0 3,700 1 0.0311
5 7,400 2 0.0622




Retro Impulse 18,500 #/sec - Separation velocity -5 ft/sec
Burn Time Thrust Acceleration g's
(sec) !ibs) (ft/._)
30 617 0.167 0.00517
20 925 0.25 0.00776
i0 1,850 0.5 0.0155
5 3,700 1.0 0.0311
3 6,167 1.67 0.0517
2 9,250 2.5 0.0776
1 18,500 5.0 0.155
0.8 23,150 6.25 0.194
A-II
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Frc_ the above data, figure 4.2.6.3-1 of paragraph 4.2.6.3 o_
volume [I was prepared. For any separation velocity, the "g" level,












STR E SS A NA LYSE S
(Reference 4.3.3.1, Volume II




Primary structure requirements for the MLLV main stagewere d_:termined
basedu[)onthe design load envelopefrom engine ignition to cut-off for two
modesof operation. The operational modes are:
a. Single-Stageto Orbit
b. Core plus injection stage with zero staging of 8-260 inch diameter
solid motor strap-ons
The propellant tanks were sized for the highest loads and internal pressures
associated with the above operational modes. The forward and aft skirts were,
however, designed to meet specific mission requirements. This approach
results in one set of tank configurations capable of all modes of operation and
two sets of skirts. The aft skirt designs were further identified to meet the
requirements of the following different engine configurations: One aft skirt
desigm is for the multi-chamber engine and the other _._ skirt design is for
the segmented toroidal engine. Both aft skirts will be :.dequate for the above
listed two operatior, al modes with the provision of heavier aft thrust ring
section to support the solids strap-on attachment loads.
The design of _e MLLV is similar to the Saturn V/S-IC in that the tankage
is a welded integrally stiffened structure and the skirts are mechanically
fastened hat-stiffened structures. The MLLV propellants are LOX-LH 2 re-
quiring the tankage material to perform satisfactorily at cryogenic temperature.
The requirement of cryogenic properties of material compatibility with LO v
and liquid hydrogen and other considerations have narrowed the selection of
baseline material to aluminum alloy.
2219-T87 aluminum alloy was chosen for the tankage construction for its
excellent fusion weldabiltty and other good qualities particularly in the fracture
toughness area.
Aluminum alloy 7075-T6 was chosen over 7178-T6 for the skirts primarily
because of corrosion resistance even though the 7078 has a slightly higher
strength-to-weight ratio. The 7075-T6 alloy is also supported by previous
successful applications on the S-IC and numerous aircraft structures. Table B-I


























Si_ ':" 'oh(, magnitudes of applied loading were essentially the sam,, fo:" the multi-
c!_.a,_bc_ engine and the toroidal engine baseline core concepts, these two vehicles
a_'e identical in all areas except the thrust skirts. The difference arises from
the a,_umptions that the toroidal engine thrust Is a uniformly distributed force
at the engine skirt interface, and the multichamber engine thrust consists of
concentrated forces applied at 24 equally spaced points around the thrust struc-
titre periphery. 'the aft skirt structural sizes are shown in Table B-II.
Preliminary design sizing of the mul_Ichamber thrust skirt structural elements
required the evaluation of shear lag effect, reference 9, caused by the concen-
traLed thrust loads. This approach was used to size the thrust posts and stiffened
shell to obtain a uniform axial load distribution at the juncture of the LIt 2 tank
and the thrust structure. General and local instability failure modes of the stiff-
ened shell were evaluated in the upper region of the thrust structure where the
a,×ial compressive load distribution was assumed to be uniform. General insta-
bility as applied to axially compressed cylinders in this report is defined as the
failure mode in which the intermediate rings and the stringer-shell elements
buckle together. Local instability considers the buckling of individual panels
bet_veen stiffeners, the skin-stiffener panel buckling between two rings, the
crippling of stiffener elements, and local yielding of individual element at end
attachments where secondary stresses may represent a sizable portion of the
tectal stress (Reference 2), The approximate optimum design approach for
achieving the simultaneous failure modes of both general and local instability
as advanced in tteference 3 was used as a guide to size the intermediate rings.
Tlmoshenko's criterion of sizing rings and Shanley's criterion for ring stiffness
(Reference 7) were also evaluated for comparison. The lower thrust ring was
sized for strength requirements dictated by the calculated internal load distri-
bution (Reference 3) induced in the ring by the radial thrust load component at
the engine-skirt interface. The upper thrust ring was combined with the LH 2
tank Y-ring. Thus, the Y-ring was sized for the distributed radial load at the
forward end of the thrust skirt and for the discontinuity forces induced by the
maximum internal tank pressure in the vicinity of the LH 2 cyUnder-bulkhead
Juncture. The Y-ring also serves as a stabilizing ring for the LIt 2 tank and
thrust structure.
The toroidal engine thrust structure was analyzed as a stiffened cylinder sub-
Jec_d to a uniformly distributed loading at the engine-skirt interface. The
method of stability analysis (Reference 2) was the same as that used for the
multlchamber thrust structure, The interface bet_reen the engine and thrust
structure was assumed to be a pinned connection with the result that no bending



























































































The forward skirt, which is subjected to concentrated axial and radial loads as
w(4l as uniformly distributed loading, was sized by using the same approar:h as
for t}_(_ multichamber engine thrust structure. A combination of concentrated
load and uniformly distributed loading occurs during holddown, single stage re-
bound, and solid motor strap-on firing. The shear lag awalysis was used to size
the posts and adjacent skin for concentrated axial loads on the posts in order to
assure a uniform axial load distribution at the LOX tank upper Y-ring. Shell
sLabilit-y requirements were satisfied by sizing the longitudinal skin stiffeneru
and intermediat_ rings for uniform axial compressive loading. Strength requiJ e-
ments dictated the size of the thrust ring located to react radial concentrated
loading. Table B-III lists the forward skirt structural sizes.
The sidewall configuration of the propellant tanks was sized for the maximum
loading conditions for all modes of operation. The tanl¢ skin thickness was
determined by the circumferential membrane stresses induced by internal pres-
sure. The pressures in the LOX tank were high enough to require a tank wall
skin thickness capable of carrying the design axial compressive loading in that
region. An elastic stability analysis was performed to size integral tee stiff-
eners for compressive loading in the LH 2 tank. The design analysis evaluated
genertl and local instability modes in accordance with Reference 2. The longi-
tudinal _tiffeners were sized and spaced so that the entire skin was effective in
carrying _he axial compressive load. Stiffener spacing was determined by the
Von Karmat_ effective width formula_
The tank bulkheads are all 0.707 semi-ellipsoidal shell configuration except as
noted in the difference at the Y-ring connections for the LH 2 aftbulkhead and
the LOX aftbulkhead. The forward LOX and aft LH 2 bulkheads are monocoque
shells which were designed for the nonuniform internalpressure applied to the
bulkheads for the strap-on configuration. The analysis considered the meri-
dional membrane stresses for determining required skin thickness at various
points on the shell. The common bulkhead is a sandwich construction sized
for nonuniform internalpressure for the strap-on vehicle configuration, and
for a uniform ex_rnal pressure applied near LOX depletion for the core vehicle.
The internalpressures designed the face sheet thickness required for bulkhead
strength, and the external pressure loading due to differences in ullage pres-
sures in the two tanks dictatedhoneycomb core requirements for bulkhead sta-
bility. Figure B-I defines the propellant tank structural sizes.
The LOX ducts inside the LH 2 tank were sized for possible negative pressure
requirement only. The lateral support system for LOX ducts was not considered
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The injection stage design loads results from operation of the main stage i,lus a
three module injection stage and 8-260 inch diameter zex'(_ stage solid ,motor
s_'ap-ons vehicle as shown in Figure B-2.
The monocoque Torus shaped propellant tanks were sized for a combined maxi-
mum internal pressure an(] bending load. Honeycomb sandwich web panels were
provided inside the tanks at 45 ° apart for _:orsionaI rigidity. The skirt enclos-
ing the three module injection stage propellant tanks was sized for the stability
critical N c load induced at max q _ for the MLLV Core plus 8-SRM p!us 3
module injection stage. The thrust structure for the injection stage consists of
two thrust rings, and six diagonal thrust posts. Each diagonal thrust post wil!
transmit the vertical thrust component to the reinforced skirt. The skirt rein-
forcing serves as a tapered vertical thrust post to shear the engine thrust load
into the skirt skin during injection stage engine firing. The two thrust rings
will react the coupling load which results from engine mounting plus engine
gimbaling. The diagonal thrust post was assemed to be pin connect at the ends.
The LOX tank was assumed to be hung from the LH 2 tank through a cylindrical
skirt which is welded to the LH 2 tank wall, The LH 2 tank was assumed to be
supported by the injection stage skirt. The design of the feed line system was
not covered at the present conceptual phase of study. 2219-T87 alluminum
alloy was chosen for the Toroidal propellant tanks construction for its excellent
fusion weldabflity and other good qualities particularly in the fracture toughness
area,
Aluminum alloy 7075-T6 was chosen for the injection stages skirt and thrust
struct_.re because of its good strength to weight ratio and corrosion resistance.
In addition, it is supported by prior successful applications on the Saturn V
and numerous aircraft.
A stress a.nalysis of the main stage structural impact for a change in payload
density from 5 Lbs/Ft 3 to 2 Lbs/Ft 3 was undertaken to determine the payload
sensitivity. From review of the loads which result f_om th: change in payload
density it was apparent that the aft thrust skirt, LH 2 tank wall, and the forward
skirts all required reevaluation for higher compressive N c loads. The change
in payload density thus resulted a small increase in Aft thrust skirt section and
significant increases in LH 2 wall and forward skirt sizes as depicted in the stress
analyses, The payload sensitivity is discussed in Paragraph 4.3.7 of
Volume 2,! Half Size Vehicle (MLLV) Conceptual Design.
B-9
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AFT SKIRT THBUST STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
1. Shear Lag Analysis
2. Skirt and Thrust Post Sizing
N c = 7,000 Lb/In. (Ult.)
(At Upper End of Skirt)
MAX THRUST PKIR THRUST POST AT LOWER END
T = 615,000 Lb/In (Ult)
(In Meridianal Direction)
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TOttOIDAL ENGINE AFT THRUST
STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
Nc = 7,100 Lb/In (Ult.) At Lower End
N c = 6,950 Lb/In (Ult.) At Upper End
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ANALYSIS OF LH 2
LOWER BULKHEAD SHELL
CONFIGURATION
Material 2219-T87 For Bulkhead Construction
Weld-Land Stress Properties
ftu = 16,000 PSI
Non-Weld Area Stress Properties
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ANALYSISOF LH2 TANK SIDEWALLS
DesignUltimate Pressure at Sta 500 p = 47.5 PSI
DesignUltima_e Pressure at Sta 1,395 p = 40 PSI
Given Max Nc -- 3,200 Lb/In Sta 1,390
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MLLV SINGLE STAGE CORE VEHICLE




Max p - 76 psi @ Apex
Max Negative Pressure
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LOX TANK SIDE WAi.L
A_tt LYS/S FOR
CORE ALONE, & CORE - 8 S3RM - '_ MOD(t.t.. i_.,d_i_t_,i. >l':\L_'_;
,_ DESIGN CONDITIONS:
a) Max N c - 6,000 Lb.;In Core ,. 8 SIR1M - 3 ?dc_d,_tc h_ ._.ii¢,_ >',:_..c
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ANALYSIS OF LOX TANK UPPER
BULKHEAD StlELL CONFIGURATION
.MATERIAL 2219-T87 FOIl BULKIIEAI) C()NSTII[(TIO.N
WELD LAND STRESS PROt)EII'I'IES
ftu = 16,000 psi
NON-WELl) LAND AREA
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ANALYSIS OF LOX TANK UPPER BULKHEAD
Y-RING CONFIGURATION
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a) Fwd. Hold down Skirt Design
Min. M.S. :_+0.09 (Nt governs design)
b) Fwd. Skirt Hold down Post Design
e) Hold down skirt thrust ring
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N c = 4,750 Lb/In (Ult.)
N t = 13,950 Lb/In (Ult.) (Based Upon the Effective
Shear Lag Distributed
Width)
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LOX FEED LINE ANALYSIS
1) Sized for Given Internal Pressure at Bottom of Line
2) Sized for Max Negative Pressure at Top of Line
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MI.L_; MAIN STAGE PLUS EIGHT STIRAP-ON
STAGES PLUS A THREE MODULE INJECTION STAGE VEtIICLE
,MAIN STAGE FORW.M:ID THRUST SKIRT
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PAYLOAD SENSITIVITY STUDY
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